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Ellipticals. Old stars. Gas poor. 
Low star formation rate.

Spiral (disk) galaxies. 
Often gas rich => star formation.
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Bulge strength

Kinematically useful 
Weak bars & bulges



Face-on : i=0 deg Edge-on : i=90 deg

Clockwise rotation
Rotation out of the screen

Rotation into the screen

We want to measure rotation speed of  
galaxy as function of radius, V(R) => M(R).

The inclination plays an important role

scale-height 
   hz    exp(-|z|/hz)

scale-length hR: exp(-R/hR)
scale-length 
      hR



Known mass from stellar  
and gas distribution

if it helps: V(R) ->  M(R)

1 light year ~ 0.3 parsecM31/Andromeda, i~77 deg

Take a nearly edge on galaxy and 
measure its rotation using neutral 
hydrogen emission (radio - 21cm)

Dark 
Matter (DM)

30kpc

M✶=L✶ x M/LK Mass-to-light ratio 
K-band - NIR



Influence of M/LK on DM halo

DM halo abundance depends on mass of stars (M/LK). 
Numerical stellar evolution models favour M/LK~0.6. 

Depends a lot on IMF, SFH etc 
Can we measure M/LK directly?
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M/LK

Vertical Velocity Dispersion

Stellar Vertical VelDisp gives
σz2 ∝  Σtotal x hz ∝ M/LK x hz

Need galaxies with i~15-40 deg to 
simultaneously measure V(R) and σz 

Rotation Speed

2nd (independent) constraint on the dynamics?
Bahcall (1984)

V✶(R)



Rotation velocity, km/s
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Use scaling relations to constrain free parameters





How do they measure the velocity dispersions?
2 small wavelength windows: 

Around Mg Ib triplet (~520nm) and Ca II triplet (~860nm)  
Spectra are fit by broadened template stellar spectra (giant stars)

No idea of the variance, per template, for  
other galaxies…..



Surface brightness Rotation speed stellar velocity dispersion

The DiskMass Survey Bershady et al. 2010



Σtotal≃σz2/π G k hz

Σ✶=Σtotal-Σatom
-Σmol (-ΣDM)

Σ✶

Combining all 
this info gives

Martinsson et al. 2013ab

M/LK

Radius

k is a parameter fixed by the vertical stellar distribution. 
G is Newton’s constant. 
hz is the exponential scale-height of the galaxy disk. 
Σ✶ is the stellar disk surface density. 
Σtotal is the total disk surface density. 
Σatom is the atomic gas (HI, He) surface density. 
Σmol is the molecular gas (H2) surface density.

Surface
Density

M✶=L✶ x M/LK
Σ✶=I✶ x M/LK

Surface Brightness 
=Proj. Luminosity Density 

=Luminosity/Area

Σmol Σatom

Σtotal

Azimuthally averaged proj. luminosity 
density of stars, I✶(R)

Azimuthally averaged vertical
velocity dispersion of stars
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σz(R)

Σ✶

Dynamically estimating M/LK 



Result: Galaxy disks weigh 2x 
less than previously thought. More 

room for DM in central parts.

Values from ✶Evol models

Galaxy disks have been dieting



Big Challenge for MOND because there is 1 free 
parameter and 2 datasets (for 30 galaxies). 

Heavier burden of proof, so we: 

• Signed agreement to use DMS data only for this project  
and to have every word in our paper debated. 

• Made our own Bulge-Disk decomposition. 
• Generated N-particle realisations of each galaxy that  

statistically reflected observations (SB deviations from 
exponential disk). 

• Fitted Vertical VD (using Jeans equation) using  
gravitation field computed by QUMOND  
Poisson solver.  
i.e. mass dist > VVD, not VVD > mass dist. 



Only 1 (useful) free parameter - M/LK - for 2 datasets

Radius Radius

Angus, Famaey, et al., 2015, MNRAS

MOND

Tried various free parameters:  
inclination, a0, interpolating fcns, SVE  

vertical distribution shape (exp/sech2).

To force a fit, we must reduce the disk thickness (hz),  
but this is not a free parameter….

σz2 ∝ M/LK x hz Vrot2 ∝ M/LK



scale-height 
   hz    exp(-|z|/hz)

scale-length hR: exp(-R/hR)

Compare with observed 
scale-height distribution 
from edge-on galaxies

MOND is at odds with the DiskMass Survey data. 
VVDs are 30-40% too small for each galaxy.

scale-length 
      hR



Σtotal≃σz2/π G k hz

Σ✶=Σtotal-Σatom
-Σmol (-ΣDM)

Σ✶

Combining all 
this info gives

Martinsson et al. 2013ab

M/LK

Radius

k is a parameter fixed by the vertical stellar distribution. 
G is Newton’s constant. 
hz is the exponential scale-height of the galaxy disk. 
Σ✶ is the stellar disk surface density. 
Σtotal is the total disk surface density. 
Σatom is the atomic gas (HI, He) surface density. 
Σmol is the molecular gas (H2) surface density.

Surface
Density

M✶=L✶ x M/LK
Σ✶=I✶ x M/LK

Surface Brightness 
=Proj. Luminosity Density 

=Luminosity/Area

Σmol Σatom

Σtotal

Azimuthally averaged proj. luminosity 
density of stars, I✶(R)

Azimuthally averaged vertical
velocity dispersion of stars
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Back to the original analysis



After accounting for DM

Result: Almost half of all 
galaxy disks weigh nothing!?

Values from ✶Evol models

Angus, Gentile & Famaey 2015, A&A (submitted)



Prolate DM halos anyone?

q=1
q=1.25
q=1.65

ρ(R,z)=rc2ρ0/(rc2+R2+z2/q2)

Result: Extremely prolate halos 
required to make a small difference.



Conclusions

•The DiskMass survey data is not compatible with  MOND. 
•M/L, hz, SVE, inclination, etc cannot simultaneously  
satisfy rotation curves, VVDs, Tully-Fisher and hz vs hR. 

•Only solution is if measured VVDs are 30-40% too small.

•In the standard picture, a “proper” analysis (accounting  
for DM and solving the Jeans Eq) leaves more than 1/3 
of galaxies with no stellar mass. 

•Reasonable M/Ls if measured VVDs are 30-40% too small.
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